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The ability to exert self-control varies within and across taxa. Some species
can exert self-control for several seconds whereas others, such as large-
brained vertebrates, can tolerate delays of up to several minutes. Advanced
self-control has been linked to better performance in cognitive tasks and has
been hypothesized to evolve in response to specific socio-ecological press-
ures. These pressures are difficult to uncouple because previously studied
species face similar socio-ecological challenges. Here, we investigate self-
control and learning performance in cuttlefish, an invertebrate that is thought
to have evolved under partially different pressures to previously studied
vertebrates. To test self-control, cuttlefish were presented with a delay main-
tenance task, which measures an individual’s ability to forgo immediate
gratification and sustain a delay for a better but delayed reward. Cuttlefish
maintained delay durations for up to 50–130 s. To test learning performance,
we used a reversal-learning task, whereby cuttlefish were required to learn to
associate the reward with one of two stimuli and then subsequently learn to
associate the reward with the alternative stimulus. Cuttlefish that delayed
gratification for longer had better learning performance. Our results demon-
strate that cuttlefish can tolerate delays to obtain food of higher quality
comparable to that of some large-brained vertebrates.
1. Introduction
Self-control, the ability to overcome immediate gratification in favour of a better
but delayed reward, is a vital cognitive skill that underpins effective decision-
making, goal-directed behaviours and future planning [1–5]. In humans, self-
control has been linked to cognitive performance, whereby individuals who
delay gratification for longer achieve higher scores in a range of academic
tasks [6–10]. A recent study on chimpanzees has also demonstrated a link
between self-control and cognitive performance, showing that their ability to
delay gratification was correlated positively with performance across 13 cogni-
tive tasks [11]. Yet, whether self-control is linked to cognitive performance in
non-primate taxa remains to be tested.

The ability to delay gratification not only varies within but also across taxa.
For example, relative degrees of self-control are typically higher in non-human
great apes (henceforth apes), corvids and parrots [12–18]. By contrast, other
taxa such as some monkey species, rodents, chickens and pigeons [19–24]
find it difficult to inhibit the consumption of a desirable food item for a delayed
gain and thus exhibit relatively lower degrees of self-control. Increased delayed
gratification abilities have been attributed to a variety of factors including life-
history characteristics, whereby larger species with lower metabolisms and
longer life expectancies can potentially tolerate longer delays [25]. Specific
socio-ecological factors might also influence self-control abilities across taxa.
For example, social species that rely on cooperation to survive might exhibit
advanced self-control because an individual must overcome immediate
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gratification to help a conspecific in the present in order to
receive a reciprocated favour in the future [26]. It has also
been suggested that species that rely on variable food
resources that are difficult to obtain or risky to retrieve pos-
sess advanced self-control because the ability to wait for the
optimal moment to forage or hunt might increase their
chances of success [27].

Currently, it is difficult to uncouple the factors that influ-
ence self-control because many of the previously studied
species share similar life histories and face similar socio-eco-
logical challenges. To illustrate this dilemma, consider the
following example. Some species of apes and corvids are
faced with the social challenge of sharing food with conspe-
cifics [28–33]. To cooperate better with sharing affiliates, self-
control may have evolved in these species to inhibit individ-
uals from solely basing foraging decisions on their own
needs. At the same time, both apes and corvids are faced
with the ecological challenge of relying on variable and
unpredictable food resources [34,35]. Consequently, self-con-
trol might have emerged in apes and corvids to inhibit
eating food items immediately, dissociate current and future
motivational needs, and to plan for future needs during
periods of food scarcity. This type of future-oriented foraging
could either be governed by cognitive abilities such as future
planning [36–38] or through standard associative mechanisms
such as incentive learning [39].

Here, we investigate self-control in the common cuttlefish
(Sepia officinalis), a cephalopod mollusc related to octopus
and squid, that has a fast metabolism, a short lifespan (i.e.
typically shorter than 2 years) and lives in relatively simple
social environments that do not require cooperation [40]. Cut-
tlefish, however, are faced with significant ecological
challenges because they prey on transitory resources that
demand substantial periods of exploration to locate and
seize [41]. These demands are likely to have triggered
advanced navigation [42,43], learning and memory abilities
[44–46] in these large-brained molluscs. Indeed, several studies
have demonstrated that cuttlefish are able to optimize their
foraging behaviour through learned valuation (i.e. relative
values of different prey items) [47] and by using sophisticated
memory and future-oriented feeding strategies. For example,
cuttlefish can remember what, where and when components
of previous foraging encounters [48] and can quickly adjust
their foraging behaviour in response to changing prey con-
ditions by learning and remembering patterns of food
availability [49,50]. Such dynamic feeding patterns are
described as future-oriented behaviours because the
decision-making processes involved are influenced by pre-
vious experiences and proximate-future expectations.
However, it remains unclear whether future-oriented foraging
in cuttlefish is also governed by the ability to exert self-control.

To investigate self-control, we use an inter-temporal delay
maintenance task, which measures an individual’s ability to
choose a preferred outcome (i.e. choose between prey of
different quality) as well as their ability to sustain the delay
prior to that outcome. We also investigate learning perform-
ance using a reversal-learning task, whereby cuttlefish were
required to first learn to associate a reward with one of two
stimuli that differed in contrast (brightness-discrimination)
and then subsequently learn to associate a reward with the
alternative stimulus (discrimination-reversal). Performances
in both tasks were analysed to determine whether self-control
in cuttlefish is linked to learning performance.
2. Methods
(a) Subjects
Six sub-adult cuttlefish (nine months old) completed all training
and testing. Subjects had not participated in any cognitive exper-
iments prior to this study. The order in which the subjects
experienced the experiments was pseudo-randomized across
individuals (electronic supplementary material).

(b) Prey preference
We first conducted tests to determine individual prey preferences
in which preferences for three commonly consumed prey types
(i.e. live grass shrimp, live Asian shore crab and pieces of raw
king prawn) were identified (electronic supplementary material).

(c) Self-control experiment
(i) Experimental apparatus
We used three-dimensional printing technology (http://www.
explorative.engineering) to construct a movable two-chamber
experimental apparatus consisting of two black plastic drawers
55 × 55 × 210 mm (w × l × h; dimensions of each chamber) with
transparent sliding doors so that the content of each chamber
was visible. Each chamber was fitted with a detachable white
plastic visual symbol that differed in shape so that cuttlefish
learnt to associate a specific shaped symbol with different
types of accessibility. The chamber apparatus was inserted verti-
cally at one end of a rectangular experimental aquarium 300 ×
450 × 300 mm (w × l × h). The opposite side of the aquarium
was fitted with two PVC barriers to create a triangular apex,
forming a position for the cuttlefish to settle in a location that
was equidistant from the two chambers (figure 1).

(ii) Training phase 1: visual symbol and chamber accessibility
Subjects were placed individually in the apex of the triangle in
the experimental aquarium and left to settle with the posterior
end of the mantle facing the point of the triangular apex (elec-
tronic supplementary material, figure S1a). In this training
phase, subjects were presented with a single chamber that was
vertically fixed to the centre of the tank wall. The single chamber
was marked with a visual symbol and subjects were trained to
learn to associate a specific shaped symbol with a different
type of accessibility to the baited contents of the chamber (elec-
tronic supplementary material, figure S1a). There were three
types of accessibility conditions: (i) immediate and accessible
prey; (ii) delayed release with obtainable prey following the
delay; and (iii) delayed release with unobtainable prey following
the delay, whereby a second film of clear Perspex obstructed
access to the prey once the sliding door was opened. In this train-
ing phase, four delays were used in the delay conditions
including 3, 6, 9 and 12 s delays. The differently shaped symbols
associated with each type of access were randomized across
subjects.

Subjects received one session of 6 trials per day with each
symbol presented 33% of the time. Specifically, each session con-
sisted of 6 trials in blocks of 2 for each chamber type, i.e. 2 ×
immediate, 2 × delayed obtainable and 2 × delayed unobtainable
(electronic supplementary material, table S1). This ensured that
the level of reinforcement (i.e. number of prey items obtained)
as well as the number of trials administered to learn the associ-
ation was standardized across the training session. The order of
the blocks was randomized across individuals.

Once subjects were settled in the triangular apex, the
chamber was baited with a prey item fixed to a clear plastic
dowel stick, which restrained the prey, but live prey were still
able to move while fixed to the stick. Depending on the visual
symbol, the transparent sliding door was either immediately

http://www.explorative.engineering
http://www.explorative.engineering
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test phase: experimental condition

T > 10
delayed access

test phase: control condition

T = 0
immediate access

T = •
no access

T = 0
immediate access

(a) (b)

Figure 1. Schematic of the test conditions in the delay maintenance task: (a) control condition and (b) experimental condition. The different shaped visual symbols
represent the time delays that were associated with each chamber. T represents the delay in seconds: T =∞ represents a perpetual delay (a second film of clear
Perspex obstructed access to the prey); T = 0 represents immediate access; and T > 10 represents delays ranging from 10–130 s. The immediate-release chamber
(T = 0) was always baited with the less preferred prey whereas the delayed chambers (T =∞ and T > 10) were always baited with the preferred prey. The dotted
lines represent the decision point, where the cuttlefish makes a choice between the prey items on offer.
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removed or removed after a delay. We measured the latency to
approach the chamber following baiting. We also recorded the
number of times the subjects attempted to obtain the prey item
by striking the chamber with their two feeding tentacles. To
gauge whether the cuttlefish were correctly associating the
visual symbols with the different accessibility conditions, we
monitored behavioural indicators that centred on latency to
approach the chamber and latency to strike (electronic
supplementary material).

(iii) Training phase 2: single-choice selection
In this training phase, subjects were presented with two
unmarked chambers (i.e. no visual symbols attached) and both
chambers were baited with the same type of prey (electronic sup-
plementary material, figure S1b). Cuttlefish were trained to learn
that once they approached a chamber, the prey in the alternative
chamber was removed immediately. The subjects were able to
learn this rule readily as they had already been trained to learn
a single-choice selection rule during the prey preference trials.
Since overtraining can result in habitual responses and lead to
individuals developing a side bias [51], we minimized training
in this phase. Specifically, we conducted two sessions of 6 trials
to minimize any habitual responses and ensure that cuttlefish
would respond using a goal-directed action (i.e. exert self-control
or succumb to immediate rewards) in the test phase.

(iv) Pre-test phase: consecutive increase in delay duration
The pre-test phase was conducted so that subjects could learn
that the delay durations were expected to consecutively increase
in the test phase. Each delay chamber (i.e. obtainable or unob-
tainable) was presented alongside the immediate chamber in
the pre-test phase at 10 increasing delay increments (i.e. 2, 4, 6,
8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20 s) so that each subject had to choose
between an immediate and a delayed option. Providing the sub-
jects with a choice between an immediate and a delayed option
allowed us to avoid training the cuttlefish to simply learn to
delay consumption of all prey. Each session consisted of 5
trials in blocks of 2 for each delayed chamber type. The order
of the blocks was randomized across individuals (electronic
supplementary material).

(v) Testing phase: self-control
To test self-control, cuttlefish were presented with an inter-tem-
poral delay maintenance task [10], which required them to
choose between two prey items of different quality (i.e. preferred
versus less preferred). Subjects were placed individually in the
experimental aquarium, which contained two chambers. Cuttle-
fish experienced two testing conditions including a control and
an experimental condition. In the control condition, subjects
were required to choose between immediate prey and delayed
but unobtainable prey (figure 1a). This condition allowed us to
control for the possibility that the subjects were not trained to
learn to delay consumption across all conditions. The control
condition also allowed us to assess whether the subjects found
the less preferred prey desirable when they had visual access to
their preferred prey but no physical access. In the experimental
condition, subjects were required to choose between immediate
prey and delayed obtainable prey (figure 1b). This condition
assessed whether the subjects were able to delay immediate grat-
ification to obtain the food of higher quality. To determine the
maximum amount of time that each subject was willing to wait
for the preferred prey item, we tested a range of delay times,
starting at 10 s and increasing by increments of 10 s.

Preliminary trials in the control condition showed that Asian
shore crabs were not a sufficiently tempting immediate reward as
latencies to approach the crab, which was baited in the immedi-
ate-release chamber, were excessive (greater than 3 min) and
some subjects refused to eat the crab altogether. Consequently,
the testing phase proceeded with only two prey items on offer:
the live grass shrimp as the preferred prey item and a piece of
raw king prawn as the less preferred prey item.
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In both conditions, the immediate chamber was always baited
with the less preferred prey item (i.e. piece of raw king prawn) and
the delayed chamber was always baited with the preferred prey
item (i.e. live grass shrimp). Subjects were able to discontinue
waiting at any point and consume the less preferred prey item,
which remained visible and accessible throughout each trial.
This set-up allowed us to measure the cuttlefishes’ ability to
choose a preferred outcome (delay choice) as well as their ability
to sustain the delay prior to that outcome (delay maintenance)
[27]. Once subjects approached one chamber, the prey item in
the alternative chamber was removed. For both conditions, we
measured latency to consume the prey item. We expected cuttle-
fish to choose the immediate reward more often in the control
condition and, by contrast, maintain the delay and wait for their
preferred prey item in the experimental condition. We therefore
predicted that latency to consume the prey item would be shorter
in the control condition compared to the experimental condition.

Subjects received one session of 6 trials per day at a specific
delay. This number of trials was chosen to minimize satiety and
its effects on eating behaviour. With each delay, subjects experi-
enced both conditions in blocks of three, the order of which
(within a delay) was counter-balanced across subjects (e.g.
EEECCC or CCCEEE, where C = control trial and E = experimen-
tal trial; electronic supplementary material). A subject moved
onto the next delay increment if they waited for the preferred
prey item in the experimental condition for all 3 trials within a
session. If subjects did not fulfil this criterion, they were tested
at the same delay time for three consecutive days. If the criterion
was not fulfilled within this period, and the subject continued to
consume the immediately available prey item, then the delay
duration that the subject continued to succumb to immediate
gratification (i.e. consumed the less preferred prey) was recorded
as the subjects maximum wait time. To determine whether their
maximum wait time was sustained at longer delay durations, all
subjects continued to be tested at increasing delays and their
abandon time was noted.

(d) Learning performance experiment
Learning performance was measured using a reversal-learning
task. This experiment was divided into two phases, the bright-
ness-discrimination phase and the discrimination-reversal
phase. During brightness-discrimination, subjects received two
sessions of 6 trials per day, one session in the morning and
another in the afternoon, whereby cuttlefish were presented
with two stimuli that differed in contrast, which were inserted
into their home tanks. The positions of the two stimuli were
chosen according to a pseudo-random pre-set scheme. The differ-
ent stimuli associated with a reward were pseudo-randomized
across subjects (e.g. for three subjects the white PVC square
was rewarded and for the other three subjects, the dark grey
PVC square was rewarded; electronic supplementary material).

The subjects were required to make a choice by approaching
a single stimulus (within 10 cm). Once subjects approached one
stimulus, the alternative stimulus was removed. Cuttlefish
remained in this phase until they reached an acquisition criterion
of 5 correct choices out of 6 consecutive trials. This weak learning
criterion was selected to avoid overtraining in view of the dis-
crimination-reversal phase. During discrimination-reversal, the
procedure was the same except that the reward-related contin-
gency was reversed between the two different stimuli.
Cuttlefish remained in the discrimination-reversal phase until
they reached an acquisition criterion of 5 correct choices out of
6 consecutive trials.

(e) Analysis
All data were HD recorded and coded in situ, cross-referenced
with the videos and then assessed for inter-rater reliability
(electronic supplementary material). Statistical analyses were
completed using JASP (v. 0.10.3, http://jasp-stats.org) and RStu-
dio for Mac (v. 1.2.1335). To determine whether cuttlefish had
preferences for different prey, we used binomial tests (against
value: 0.5). To check parametric assumptions, we used normality
tests (electronic supplementary material, table S2). To determine
whether latency to consume prey was influenced by delay (ordinal
factor) or condition (nominal factor: control versus experimental)
we used a non-parametric permutation test (aovperm function,
permuco package). To determine whether maintenance of delay
was correlated with delay duration, we used a Spearman’s rho
test for correlations with an ordinal variable. We used a paired
sample t-test to investigate the influence of the phase in the rever-
sal-learning task on the subjects’ learning performance. To
determine whether the order in which the subjects were trained
across experiments was correlated with self-control or learning
performance, we used parametric Pearson’s correlation coeffi-
cients. We also used Pearson’s correlation coefficients to
investigate whether delay maintenance was correlated with learn-
ing performance. The variables in the correlation analyses
included mean abandon time for each subject and the number
of trials taken to reach the learning criterions during brightness-
discrimination and discrimination-reversal. The strength of the
association between delay maintenance and learning performance
was also examined by estimating a Bayes factor using Bayesian
information criteria [52], comparing the fit of the data under the
null and the alternative hypothesis (BF10 = alternative/null).
3. Results
(a) Prey preference
Cuttlefish showed a discrete preference order for the different
prey items. For all subjects, the live grass shrimp was the
most preferred prey, pieces of raw king prawn was second
in the preference hierarchy and Asian shore crab was the
least preferred prey (binomial tests: shrimp versus prawn
p < 0.001; shrimp versus crab p < 0.001; prawn versus crab
p < 0.001; electronic supplementary material, figure S2).

(b) Self-control
The latency to consume the different prey on offer differed
significantly between the conditions ( p < 0.001; effect size =
69.70; figure 2a). Cuttlefish modified their latency to consume
the prey items in response to the increased delay, as demon-
strated by the significant effect of delay duration ( p < 0.001;
effect size = 16.17). However, latency to consume prey was
dependent on foraging context, as demonstrated by a signifi-
cant interaction between delay duration and condition ( p <
0.001; effect size = 15.89). In the experimental condition,
delay maintenance was correlated significantly with delay
duration. Specifically, cuttlefish showed a decrease in delay
maintenance with increasing delay duration (Spearman’s
rho −0.723; p < 0.001; figure 2b). Maximum wait time differed
across subjects ranging from 50 to 130 s (electronic sup-
plementary material, table S3). Importantly, in subsequent
trials with increasing delay durations, subjects typically aban-
doned waiting at their maximum wait time (electronic
supplementary material, table S4).

(c) Learning performance
Brightness-discrimination was learnt by all subjects within
27 ± 4.58 trials (mean ± s.e.) over 1–4 days and discrimi-
nation-reversal was learnt by all subjects within 46 ± 6.70
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Figure 2. Delay maintenance in cuttlefish, Sepia officinalis (n = 6). (a) Mean
latency to consume prey (s) (mean ± s.e.) at different delay durations (10–
130 s) in the control (immediate, less preferred prey versus delayed, unob-
tainable preferred prey) and experimental condition (immediate, less
preferred prey versus delayed, obtainable preferred prey). (b) Mean proportion
of trials where cuttlefish maintain delay (%) (mean ± s.e.) at different delay
durations (10–130 s).
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Figure 3. Learning performance in cuttlefish, Sepia officinalis (n = 6).
Relationship between the number of trials to reach the learning criterion
in the different learning phases: brightness-discrimination and discrimi-
nation-reversal. The relationship is indicated by a Pearson’s correlation
coefficient with 95% confidence intervals. (Online version in colour.)
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trials (mean ± s.e.) over 2–6 days. The mean number of trials
to reach the learning criterion differed significantly between
the two different phases (t5 =− 5.92, p < 0.01; electronic sup-
plementary material, figure S4). Performance in the
brightness-discrimination phase was correlated positively
with performance in the discrimination-reversal phase
(Pearson’s r = 0.861, p < 0.05; figure 3).
(d) Self-control and learning performance
Cuttlefish that maintained delays for longer had better learn-
ing performance. Specifically, mean abandon time in the
delay maintenance task was correlated significantly with
both the number of trials taken to reach the learning criterion
during brightness-discrimination (Pearson’s r =− 0.854, p <
0.05) and discrimination-reversal (Pearson’s r =− 0.935,
p < 0.01; figure 4). The data were also analysed using a Bayes-
ian correlation matrix, demonstrating that the strength of the
evidence in favour of there being correlations is moderate
(brightness-discrimination: BF10 = 3.27; discrimination-rever-
sal: BF10 = 8.83). The estimated Bayes factors indicate that
our data were 3.27 and 8.83 times more likely to be observed
under the alternative hypothesis (i.e. significant correlation)
than the null hypothesis (i.e. no correlation). Importantly,
the order in which the subjects were trained across
experiments was not correlated significantly with perform-
ance in the delay maintenance task (Pearson’s r = 0.050, p =
0.93) or the reversal learning task (brightness-discrimination:
Pearson’s r =− 0.488, p = 0.33; discrimination-reversal:
Pearson’s r =− 0.267, p = 0.61).
4. Discussion
Cuttlefish delayed gratification when it led to a prey item of
higher quality and they were able to maintain delays for
periods of up to 50–130 s. The vital parameter determining
the cuttlefishes’ decisions was the duration of the delay. In
line with other studies on self-control in mammals and
birds, our results show that waiting appeared to be more
difficult with increasing delay durations [27,53], and as
delays increased, subjects were more likely to succumb to
consuming immediately available but less preferred prey.

Some delayed gratification studies have been criticized for
not reliably measuring true self-control due to methodologi-
cal limitations. Specifically, many experiments test whether
an individual can choose a better delayed outcome over a
poorer immediately available option but fail to test whether
the individual can sustain the inhibition required to acquire
the better outcome [54]. For example, insects [55], birds
[56,57] and mammals [57–59] have been tested using a
delay choice task where individuals are presented with two
choices, the choice to take a less preferred reward available
sooner or the choice to wait for a more preferred reward
that will be available later. The choice is irrevocable and
thus once the choice is made it cannot be altered at any
time during the trial. This type of set-up only tests the indi-
vidual’s willingness to attempt to delay gratification but
fails to test their ability to sustain continuous inhibition of
impulsive responses to the immediate option. In our study,
cuttlefish were able to discontinue waiting at any point to
consume the less preferred prey, which remained visible
and accessible throughout the trial. Thus, our results indicate
that the cuttlefishes’ decisions to wait in the experimental
condition reflects true self-control.

Chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes), dogs (Canis lupus famil-
iaris) and grey parrots (Psittacus erithacus) have been shown
to employ behavioural strategies such as looking away, clos-
ing their eyes or distracting themselves with other objects
while waiting for a better reward [60–63]. Interestingly, in
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our study, cuttlefish were observed turning their body away
from the immediately available prey item, as if to distract
themselves when they needed to delay immediate gratifica-
tion. However, this apparently self-distracting behaviour
was not measured throughout the study because the top of
the experimental aquarium was partially covered with an
opaque roof, thus restricting our ability to visually monitor
these behaviours across all trials. Further research is needed
to determine whether cuttlefish consistently employ behav-
ioural strategies, such as looking away, to cope with the
temptation of immediate prey options.

Self-control is thought to be cognitively challenging
because to gain future rewards individuals must not only
resist temptation but also overcome temporal discounting
(i.e. the tendency to discount rewards as they approach a tem-
poral horizon) [64]. In apes, corvids and parrots, evolutionary
drivers for self-control have been linked to socio-ecological
factors [13,27,65] such as tool use [66], caching behaviour
[18,27] and sociality that require individuals to coordinate
and maintain multiple relationships, and recognize suitable
cooperative partners [67,68]. These factors, however, are unli-
kely to have driven the capacity for self-control in cuttlefish
because they are not habitual tool-users, they do not cache
food and they exhibit ‘simplified’ sociality (i.e. sociality that
does not require recognition or cooperation [69,70]).

In cuttlefish, the capacity to delay gratification might have
evolved in response to different ecological pressures, such as
the need to optimize foraging behaviour [47]. In the wild, cut-
tlefish have long rest periods where they remain stationary
and camouflaged for the majority of the time [71]. Such
periods are punctuated by brief foraging bouts in the open,
which require effective foraging strategies [40]. The ability
to exert self-control might increase their foraging success
because ambush attacks are likely to be more successful
when cuttlefish are within close proximity to their prey.
Further research is required to determine whether other
cephalopods are able to exert self-control. Octopuses are a
particularly suitable candidate because they use saltatory
search patterns when they forage (i.e. they move forward,
pause briefly, observe their surroundings, then typically
change direction) [72,73]. The ability to exert self-control
might enhance this type of searching behaviour.

The benefits of selecting delayed rewards over immediate
rewards can change in different contexts. Thus, flexibly
adjusting self-control behaviour in response to changing con-
ditions is crucial for effective decision-making, goal-directed
behaviours and future planning [3–5]. Flexible deployment
of self-control allows individuals to trade-off between immedi-
ate and future benefits in response to changing environmental
conditions such as conspecific competition, resource abun-
dance and predation risk [27]. Like corvids, parrots and some
primates [27,53], the cuttlefish in our study behaved like econ-
omic agents, flexibly adjusting their self-control behaviour in
response to different conditions. In the control condition,
where their preferred prey was visible but never obtainable,
individuals readily abandoned waiting and consumed the
less preferred prey item. By contrast, in the experimental
condition, cuttlefish tended to wait for their preferred prey.

Note that abandon times in our subjects were relatively
long compared to other species in previous studies [19–
24,27]. The elevated self-control observed in cuttlefish might
have emerged as a by-product of selection on unrelated phe-
notypic traits. For example, cuttlefish exhibit sophisticated
camouflage abilities, which involve long periods where indi-
viduals remain motionless [74]. This ‘sit-and-wait’ behaviour
might have altered the expression of cognitive abilities such
as self-control. Alternatively, the advanced self-control in cut-
tlefish might be a result of our experimental design. To
illustrate the reliability of self-control abilities within the
same individuals [27,75], we used a repeated-measures
design, whereby cuttlefish were exposed to the same delay
duration consecutively before progressing to a longer delay.
Repeated exposure to the same delay duration might result
in improved self-control, a pattern that has been shown in
various species of monkey [76,77]. However, no obvious learn-
ing effects across repeated trials were observed in our subjects.
Nevertheless, it has been argued that some animals learn to
wait if waiting is reinforced by the possibility of attaining a
higher value reward at a later stage (e.g. predators learning
to stalk prey) [78]. Furthermore, diverse taxa such as great
tits (Parus major) [79], bluegill sunfish (Lepomis macrochirus)
[80], shore crabs (Carcinus maenas) [81] and pharaoh cuttlefish
(Sepia pharaonis) [47], can learn to reject low-value prey when
high-value prey are abundant. Such patterns have been
argued to reflect associative learning because theoretically be-
havioural patterns of self-control can develop through
conditioned reinforcement learning [82]. Additional research
will be needed to illustrate how learning mechanisms interact
with patterns of self-control in diverse taxa including cuttlefish.

In humans and chimpanzees, self-control has been linked
to general cognitive performance, whereby more intelligent
individuals exhibit better self-control [6,8,11]. Here, for the
first time, we provide evidence of a link between self-control
and learning performance in a non-primate species. Specifi-
cally, cuttlefish that were faster at brightness-discrimination
learning were able to delay gratification for longer. A similar
pattern ensued for discrimination-reversal, individuals that
were faster at learning the reverse reward-related contingency
were also able to delay gratification for longer. Perhaps this
latter correlation is only to be expected because reversal
learning involves cognitive processes that are linked directly
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to self-control such as attention, behavioural inhibition and
thinking slow versus thinking fast [83]. Specifically, individ-
uals must inhibit formerly learnt patterns towards
previously rewarded stimuli, shift their attention and form
a novel association with previously unrewarded stimuli
[3,84]. By contrast, the significant correlation between bright-
ness-discrimination and self-control cannot solely be
attributed to the aforementioned cognitive processes (i.e.
attention, behavioural inhibition and thinking slow versus
thinking fast). Indeed, learning to discriminate between two
different stimuli does not directly assess any form of behav-
ioural inhibition. Rather, brightness-discrimination assesses
perception and physical cognition, because an individual
must visually distinguish between two unequal physical
properties. Thus, in our study the positive correlation
between brightness-discrimination and self-control suggests
that better learning performance might improve effective
decision-making when delaying gratification.

Nonetheless, potential limitations must be acknowledged.
Note that both the delay maintenance task and the reversal-
learning task in this study involve associative learning. A
potential limitation of using associative learning in the training
phases of both tasks is that it can be challenging to discern
whether our results reflect a true relationship between the
two cognitive traits, self-control and learning performance,
or whether they simply reflect the strength of the learnt associ-
ations across both tasks. However, we feel confident that our
results reflect the former for two reasons. First, to ensure
that the subjects were not simply basing their decisions on
learnt patterns in the delay maintenance task, we standardized
the level of reinforcement across each training session. More-
over, during the pre-test and test phase, cuttlefish were
presented with a novel scenario where they were given an
option to choose between prey items of different quality at
novel delay increments. The option to exert self-control or suc-
cumb to immediate rewards was thus spontaneous and had
not previously been associated with punishment or reward.

Second, cuttlefish in the current study, like primates [85],
corvids [67,86] and parrots [87], show a positive relationship
between both learning phases of the reversal-learning task.
This type of pattern suggests that the subjects are inhibiting
previously learnt associations and applying a win-stay-lose-
shift rule (i.e. choosing the response that was previously
rewarded but shifting to the other response when original
responses are no longer rewarded). When this occurs, it is
thought that subjects use their previous experience to
develop conditional rules that helps them rapidly switch
between contingencies. Positive correlations between both
learning phases thus demonstrates an ability to generalize
information across reversal problems [88–90] and is indicative
of more cognitively demanding modes of learning that do not
solely rely on associative processes [87,90].

Future research should focus on testing whether self-con-
trol is linked to other cognitive processes and abilities that do
not directly assess behavioural inhibition, such as spatial
memory, object permanence and causal reasoning. Moreover,
it has been argued that self-control is an important cognitive
prerequisite for more cognitively demanding abilities such as
future planning [27]. Future studies on the capacity for plan-
ning in cuttlefish would provide important data on whether
evolutionary pressures that selected for self-control had the
collateral consequence of influencing the emergence of
future planning. Taken together, our results demonstrate
comparable cognitive capacities between cuttlefish and the
more commonly studied mammals and birds with regard
to self-control. Our results also provide the first evidence of
a link between self-control and learning performance in a
non-primate animal.
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